
Reimagine Risk  
Management with Arturo.

Today’s insurance industry is all about making the right decisions. On 

policies. On renewals. On claims. On portfolio diversification. On  

marketing. On new products. On future trajectories. 

To make choices that will affect your bottom line, it’s important to 

think broadly about diversifying your risk at both a property and  

portfolio level. Arturo empowers you to decide with accuracy,  

confidence and intelligence. 

Get Unrivaled Insights into the Condition of Properties

By leveraging the latest satellite, stratospheric balloon, aerial, drone 

and ground-level imagery, Arturo’s artificial intelligence models help 

insurance carriers make smarter decisions throughout the policy  

lifecycle, from the property level to the portfolio level. 

20%
improved accuracy and 
reduced premium leakage

20x lift 
to risk identification by 
using roof condition scores

With an on-demand temporal look at property, keep tabs 

on your risk for premium leakage, avoid adverse selection, 

detect vulnerabilities and gauge risk accurately so you can 

minimize regional exposure to extreme weather events. 

arturo.aiDecide with intelligence.

DEVELOPED BY AND FOR  
INSURANCE CARRIERS

PROACTIVELY MODEL

With temporal, multi-source  

imagery, you can understand your 

portfolio’s vulnerability long before 

a CAT event impacts it. 

GROW TRUST WITH 
CONFIDENCE SCORES

Get property analytics with  

confidence scores per attribute, so 

you know how much you can trust 

the data. 

ACCESS A SECOND SET 
OF EYES

See the changes in property  

conditions pre- and post-event to 

improve your pricing or risk  

models. 

WORK SEAMLESSLY

Get critical property insights  

delivered in the format required by 

your internal processes. 

UPLIFT YOUR PERIL 
MODELS

With more accurate property  

related optics. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC72X94z9niLmrOLILOuyR4g
https://twitter.com/arturo_ai
https://www.linkedin.com/company/arturoai
https://www.instagram.com/arturo.ai/
https://www.arturo.ai/


arturo.aiDecide with intelligence.

Decide with Intelligence. Decide with Arturo.  

Contact sales@arturo.ai for more information or visit arturo.ai to learn 

We know how important intelligence is to your day-to-day—and your future. With a laser focus on your  

business goals, Arturo helps you make stronger and better-informed decisions with the most current  

and targeted property insights.

What Our Clients Are Saying

Arturo has demonstrated an ability to provide robust, accurate information 
for insurers quickly and effectively. 

We are confident that the Arturo platform will be a true value-add for our 
members, and look forward to a long-term, collaborative relationship.

STEVE LEKAS
CEO and Co-Founder

70+ Accurate Property 
Features in Seconds

• Total Area 

• Fire Zones 

• Pool Count 

• Solar Panels 

• Roof Condition 

• Trampoline Count 

• Roof/ Tree Overlap 

• Total Stories 

• And More... 

https://www.arturo.ai/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC72X94z9niLmrOLILOuyR4g
https://twitter.com/arturo_ai
https://www.linkedin.com/company/arturoai
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